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Abstract 

Electronic healthcare (E-healthcare) is a combination of hardware, software, process, infrastructure, people, and 

protocol that is developed for the management of healthcare data including collection, storage, analysis, decision 

making, and transmission. It supports functional management of a hospital as well as provides an infrastructure 

that supports policy decisions over healthcare data. E-healthcare has grown decade by decade starting from 1960 

to the present era and is divided into four-generation versions namely V.1.0 to V.4.0. E-healthcare in generation 

V.4.0 is dedicated to smart medical technology with cloud and fog-based computing systems including disease-

oriented sensing systems, IoT, artificial intelligence, high-speed internet, and advanced internet protocols. This 

paper proposed a security protocol over a cloud-based system using an integrated version of ECC called ECIES 

that provides security and privacy protections to pervasive healthcare with ensuring integrity and confidentiality. 

The proposed methodology is simulated using Network Simulator-2 and analyzed using different performance 

metrics like routing load (Overhead), packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and throughput under the scenarios 

of cloud-only and secured cloud scenarios. Further, the Proposed work is analyzed against various security attacks 

like MiTM (Man in the Middle), Security against Selected Cipher Text Attacks, Unforgeability and Non-

repudiation, etc. Obtained findings indicate that the proposed method has a greater security level and reduced 

response delay with higher throughput. Finally, the paper concludes the proposed work and highlights the 

recommendation and future works. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Healthcare is a term used to provide qualitative treatment to maintain as well as improve the 

health of a patient against a specific disease. Patients are given Healthcare services in a hospital 

up to the home. From post-mid of the last century up to now, the healthcare industry has 

continuously evolved concerning hardware as well as software evolution [1]. This results in 

the emergence of various technologies for improving the lifestyle and healthcare of the patients 

with minimum cost and reduced time. The evolution of the healthcare industry includes its 

various generations that are classified from healthcare industry V.1.0 in the 1970s to healthcare 

industry generation V.4.0 in the current era [2]. Healthcare generation V.4.0 started around 

2015 when wireless medical sensors became automated to take the preliminary decision about 

the health of patients and alert them. Intelligent sensing technology deployment becoming more 

advancing day by day that giving real-time monitoring and accurate decision-making about the 

patient without the restriction of time and place.[3].  

Health Information System (HIS) [4] refers to a system that provides management of healthcare 

data including collection, storage, managing, and transmits a patient's Electronic Health Record 

(EHR), supports functional management of a hospital as well as provides an infrastructure that 
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supports policy decisions on healthcare data. HIS technologies in generation V.4.0 include 

Wireless sensors, IoT and communication technologies for connected healthcare, and Client-

Server technologies for the comprehensive database management system. Sensing, processing, 

and communication are embedded together into a single tiny device in WSNs (Wireless Sensor 

Networks) and the IoT. Over the last few years, cloud technology becomes a new trend for data 

storage and computation of Patient EHR management as an online backend centralized system 

[5]. HIS generation V.4.0 utilizes the cloud-based technology, not only for storage of vast 

amounts of healthcare data but also provides a computing facility for process, analysis, and 

decision making in real-time with minimum interaction of healthcare providers. Cloud 

computing is used as utility computing for HIS, that have more computational power, a huge 

storage facility, and various networking resources. The Healthcare industry is now using cloud 

technology to increase efficiency, optimize workload, lower the costs of healthcare delivery 

and offer personalized care to improve results [6]. The cloud computing in HIS provides 

structured and well-organized sharing of healthcare data to all stakeholders, which results in 

the minimum risk of loss of EHRs. Some of the advantages of cloud computing in the HIS 

environment include (1) letting down operational expenses, (2) telemedicine capabilities (3) 

patient ownership of healthcare data, (4) high-powered medical analytics, and (5) ease of 

interoperability [7]. Although cloud technology becomes a new trend for data storage and 

computation of Patient EHRs management as an online backend centralized system, it 

possesses many security threats and privacy issues that are exploited by attackers such as 

tempering, jamming, denial of service, impersonation, forgery, spam., eavesdropping, man-in-

the-middle and so on must be eliminated [8]. Another issue is Patient Privacy i.e patient privacy 

is a serious issue in HIS, which includes identity, data, usage, and location privacy of a patient. 

Thus, it is a thrilling issue in cloud computing since the patient’s data is collected, stored, and 

transmitted through the network. Patient privacy includes identity privacy (like phone, address, 

UID, etc.), data privacy to preserve unauthorized and illegal usage, usage privacy to preserve 

patient's usual pattern, and location privacy to preserve patient’s location information [9]. 

  

2.0 RELATED WORK  

In HIS, the data of the patients is sensed and forwarded to a base station for data processing, 

storage, and decision-making purpose in real-time. Fast processing of huge healthcare data is 

a big issue in HIS. Various researches have been proposed regarding healthcare data processing 

using a cloud/fog-based system that collects, process, and transfer the data to the healthcare 

provider or storage device for further uses [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15]. This processing also 

included context-aware computing in which decisions are made with the change of context 

[11]. These cloud and fog-based frameworks provided efficient data processing techniques 

with reduced delay and quick decision-making about patients' health that increase the reliability 

of the HIS system. Real-time patient health monitoring is the prime issue of HIS. This includes 

sensing, analyzing, and diagnosing disease and alarming patients and healthcare providers. 

Real-time monitoring in HIS includes policies and methods that help healthcare providers to 

monitor, diagnose and give treatment to patients. The cloud-based healthcare system provides 

accurate and reliable healthcare services to treat the patients by analyzing physiological values 
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related to particular or general diseases. Some of the research [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22] 

includes ECG monitoring, neurological monitoring, arthritis monitoring, and posture 

monitoring, and overall healthcare monitoring in real-time. Patients' data in the HIS system is 

extremely sensitive and HIS is always susceptible to security assaults, that's why it must be 

protected. The HIPAA (“Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act”) is endorsed by 

the US government and covers privacy & security rules for the consumption and revelation of 

PHI (Protected Health Information). India and other developing countries still working on such 

kind of act. Some guidelines are proposed by MCI (“Medical Council of India”) as well as 

there is an information technology act regarding the utilization, storage, and sharing of EHRs 

[9]. Security issues include confidentiality, integrity, and availability of patients' EHRs. 

Confidentiality issues are related to unauthorized access of EHRs, integrity is related to 

unauthorized modification of EHRs during transmission and availability stated unauthorized 

blocking of HIS services. some of the research proposed 

by[23,24,25,25,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34]provided a security framework that focused on 

maintaining patient privacy preservation during data transmission, preservation of network 

against DDoS attacks, the role of the certification authority in ensuring the patient data 

integrity, EHRs access control, etc. 

  

3.0 SECURITY SOLUTIONS 

For every system, security is crucial. In the case of healthcare systems, it is especially more 

crucial since these platforms deal with health information kept in Electronic Healthcare 

Records (EHRs).Privacy protection for patients is the primary objective of protecting 

healthcare systems. To ensure this, it is crucial to take precautions to stop any unwanted access 

to the system's EHRs in order.  The security solutions of healthcare systems include the 

following two aspects that concentrate on protecting health data: 

1. Securing Medical-Sensor Communication: The capabilities of individual medical 

sensors utilized in a BSN are consequently constrained by their very tiny form factors. 

Therefore, in the context of ubiquitous healthcare, complex, computation-intensive security 

mechanisms are required for protecting medical sensor transmission.  

2. Legislative Solutions: Recognizing the significance of a legal framework for maintenance 

and protection of sensitive medical data kept as EPRs/EHRs. The obligations of data 

controllers and processors and the rights of data subjects are not clearly outlined under 

India's comprehensive data protection and privacy legislation.  Even though provisions that 

can be used to this effect are scattered in various legal frameworks. This includes the 

MCI,Code of Ethics Regulations of 2002, Privacy and Right to Information Act of 2005, 

and Information Technology Act of 2000(India) u/s 3 addressesthe “authentication of 

electronic records” [22,35]. But these rules are not satisfactory nor up-to-date to address 

future technology innovations and contemporary privacy issues.  

3.1 Proposed security protocol and Algorithm 

This paper proposed a security-enabled cloud-based protocol for a health-information system 

based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography. Here, an integrated version of ECC called ECIES is 
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used that provides security and privacy protections to pervasive healthcare with ensuring 

integrity and confidentiality. A public-key cryptographic mechanism that provides digital 

signatures, encryption, and key exchange is called ECIES (“Elliptic Curve Integrated 

Encryption Scheme”), which is a variation of ECC.  

The general architecture of the recommended solution revealed in figure 1 is split into five 

layers. Out of them, the first two layers namely, the sensing layer and security layer are 

implemented at the patient's site. The sensing layer collects all the data using various 

physiological sensors implanted over the patient body. These sensors sensed the data 

periodically and send it PDA device equipped near the patient, which collects all the data, 

encrypts it, and sends it to the cloud database implemented at the data management layer shown 

in the figure using the cellular network. The cloud database receives a request when the 

healthcare professional needs this information at the time of emergency or normal situation. 

For this, the doctor request data by his PDA to the cloud server by a cellular/intranet facility. 

Then the cloud executes the request and sends data to the doctor's PDA. Communication within 

the system is fully encrypted i.e., data, as well as request/response, is encrypted within the 

network. When this data is received by the doctor, it is first decrypted by the doctor's PDA and 

further displayed on plain text using a user interface implemented as PDA.  

Figure 1: Proposed protocol 

 

The proposed security protocol first describes the initial phase where the Hospital sets up the 

physiological sensor network around the patient bed, and then the data collecting phase which 

summaries how a patient's PDA encrypts the gathered data. The data transfer phase between 

the Patient's PDA & Cloud Server using an internet facility outside the hospital describes how 

the system sends data to a storage site, followed by the query phase, which happens when a 

physician wants to retrieve data from the storage site.  

The paper used ECIES for the encryption & decryption process. As its name suggests, ECIES 

is an integrated encryption method that makes the use of primitive’s and functions. These 

include key derivation, MAC function, and symmetric encryption function/schemes to provide 

a strong security solution. One or more keys may be derived from a given secret value using 
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KDFs (“Key Derivation Functions”). The used KDF in this work is “ANSI-X9.63 KDF” which 

is the simple hash function design that is specified in ANSI X9.63 [51]. A recipient Database 

Server (Cloud Server) and a patient's PDA are the two entities that are intended to employ the 

MAC function.  Here, the MAC functions are designed to make it difficult for an adversary to 

create legitimate tag and message pairings, allowing the scheme to guarantee data integrity and 

authentication. The symmetric encryption technique is utilizedvia the Patient’s PDA and Cloud 

server, when the patient's PDA sends a message M to the cloud server and the server recover 

M. Proposed work uses the XOR encryption method, in which encryption contains XORing 

the key and message whereas decryption contains XORing the key along with the cipher text 

to retrieve the message.  The proposed protocol derives the following primitives: 

[51] B. Tiwari and A. Kumar, “Physiological Value-Based Privacy Preservation of 

Patient’s Data Using Elliptic Curve Cryptography,” Heal. Informatics - An Int. 

J., vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 1–14, 2013, DOI: 10.5121/hiij.2013.2101. 

 System Setup 

 Key generation 

 Encrypt, and 

 Decrypt. 

A.  System Setup 

The cloud server must carry out the following setup process to prepare to utilize ECIES: 

1. Each public-key cryptography system includes “arithmetic operations” on an elliptic curve 

over a finite field, which is specified by the elliptic curve parameters. The following are 

the domain parameters of elliptic curves over Ϝp:  

“T= (p, a, b, G, n)” 

Where, p specifies the finite field Fp, the selection of a particular ECC curve depends on 

values a and b in the given elliptic curve equation i.e., y2 = x3+ax+b here x, y, a, & b 

represent element in a “Galois Field” of order q, namely, GF (q) where q indicates a prime 

number. Each selection of (a, b) produces a distinct elliptic curve. For the generation of 

values of a and b, the proposed protocol arbitrarily selects them, and further based on these 

values particular elliptic curve is decided by the algorithm. 

Now it needs value 'x' for the given ECC equation, which further derives value 'y'. The 

combination of x and y i.e. (x, y) gives us base point G. The x is found by taking a small 

random number.  The value of y is given by y = √x3 + ax + b 

Thus, protocol derived a, b, and based point 'G'. Now, protocol found the value 'n' by 

satisfying the equation n x G=O i.e. Point at Infinity on the present elliptic curve. Now 

proposed algorithm/protocol has a, b, G, and n.   
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2. The cloud servers establish the KDF. This study used ANSI-X9.63-KDF using the SHA-1 

option for KDF.  

3. Then Server establishes the MAC scheme. In the selected MAC scheme, k M denotes the 

key that MAC uses, to create a tag. The HMAC-MD5 MAC function is a part of the 

suggested work.  

4. Now, the server's symmetric encryption scheme is decided.  Let ENC indicate the 

encryption scheme selected, and ks signify the key utilized by ENC to create cipher text. 

The “X-OR Encryption Scheme” is part of the proposed work.  

5. The patient's PDA obtains the selections authentically made by a server, which are the 

elliptic curve domain parameters T, the MAC scheme MAC, key derivation function KDF, 

as well as the symmetric encryption scheme ENC. 

B. Key Generation 

The patient’s PDA and Cloud Server carry out the key deployment process listed below 

topreparetoutilize ECIES:  

1. The cloud server establishes an elliptic curve private as well as public key pair dcdbs, and 

Qcdbs for Cloud Server connected with the “elliptic curve domain parameters”created 

during the setup.These steps were taken to produce the key pair.  

Input: Domain ECC Parameters “T= (p, a, b, G, n)”.  

Output: ECC key pair dcdbs, and Qcdbs for Cloud Server related with T between PDA and Cloud 

Server. 

Process: Generate the following key pairs for an elliptic curve:  

1.Chose an integerdcdb at random or pseudo-randomly from interval 1 to n-1. 

2.CalculateQcdbs = dcdbs .G. 

3. Output dcdbs,Qcdbs 

2. In a similar manner, the Patient's PDA creates in public as well as private key pair dpda and 

Qpda.The patient's DBSand PDAauthenticate each other using their elliptic curve public 

keys.  

C. Encryption Operation 

The PDA of the patients encrypts messages ‘M’ by ECIES using the keys & parameters created 

following setup & the key deployment technique described below: 
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Algorithm: Encrypt(m) 

1. Choose a random number “k∈[1,n-1]” and  compute R=kG 

2. Calculate P(x, y) = k.Qcdbs such that P≠0. If P=0 then the condition is invalid and go to step 1. 

3. Execute KDF to derive a key i.e. Kkdf=KDF(x). 

4. Parse the Kkdf into Ks and Km by shifting bits into the Left and Right sides. 

5. Encrypt M using an established symmetric algorithm chosen at the time of setup i.e. 

C = ENC (KS, M) 

6. Execute MAC operation selected during the setup procedure to compute the tag D: 

D = MAC (kM, C) 

Output:  Cipher Text: Triplet (R, C, D) to Cloud Server 

 

D. Decryption Operation 

Cloud Server decrypts the cipher text with ECIES using the keys & parameters provided during 

the setup &key deployment procedures, as detailed below.  

Algorithm: Decrypt (R,C,D) 

1. Calculate(X’, Y’) = dcdbs.R 

2. Execute KDF to derive a key i.e. Kkdf=KDF (x’). 

3. Parse the Kkdf into Ks and Km by shifting bits into the Left and Right side 

4. Execute MAC operation selected during the setup procedure to compute the tag D: 

D’ = MAC (kM, C) 

5. Verify that D'=D. If yes, go to step 6, otherwise invalidate D, and end the process.  

6. Decrypt C using an established symmetric algorithm chosen at the time of setup i.e 

“M=ENC(C,kS)”. 

Output: Message M. 

 

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed protocol is simulated in NS-2 Version 2.31 with the implementation of a security 

algorithm to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of patient data. Here, two scenarios 

namely only cloud and cloud with security (Sec-cloud) have been simulated to check the 

efficiency of the proposed work. The simulated input parameter used is indicatedin following 

table 1.  
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Table 1: Parameter for Simulation 

Cloud Server 1 

Doctor PDA 1  

Client PDA  2 

Sensor Type (Per User) 

 BP Sensor 

 HR-Sensor 

 BO-Sensor 

 Temp. Sensor 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Simulation time (seconds) 100  

Security Method SHA 

Speed (m/s) Random  

Packet size (bytes) 1000  

Traffic type CBR, FTP 

Transport Layer TCP, UDP 

NS-2 environment created for the execution of the proposed work is revealed in figure 2: 

Figure 2: Simulated environment for proposed work 

 

 

5.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed simulated encryption scheme is shown in the following figure 3, where the 

patient's PDA sends the data in encrypted form using the ECIES algorithm with SHA and stored 

cloud database after decryption that ensured the confidentiality and integrity as shown in the 

following simulated result. Simulation is showing physiological parameters with real-time 

sensed value, it encrypted value and hash generated to ensure integrity. 
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Figure 3: Encrypted data transmission simulation received at Cloud database 

 

Further results are observed and recorded when particular data is accessed by doctors/relatives 

or other caregivers using his/her PDA. These results ensure the reliability and effectiveness of 

the algorithm. 

5.1 Network Throughput Analysis  

Throughput is calculated about accessing of data and measured per unit time (Kilobyte/second). 

For analysis, we have taken simulation results of both the scenarios (Only-Cloud and Sec-

Cloud). The graph's X-axis signifiessimulation time in seconds and Y-axis 

signifieskilobytes/second. The comparison graph concludes that the proposed algorithm 

achieves 738 kilobytes per second throughput as compared to the only-cloud scenario where 

433.06 KB throughput has been achieved. This data reduction is the result of various attacks. 

Figure 4: Throughput analysis 
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5.2 PDR Analysis 

PDR (“Packet Delivery Ratio”)is a percentage ratio of data received out of total data sends, 

where higher PDR represents lower data loss at receiving end. Following figure 5 shows the 

PDR analysis and comparison. The comparison shows that Sec-cloud performs well as 

compared to the packet delivery ratio from the only-cloud scenario.  

Figure 5: Packet Delivery Ratio analysis 

 

5.3 Normal Routing Load (NRL) 

During data transmission in the network, routing overhead is calculated for the management 

of data transfer. For example, during data transmission, some control packets like ICMP, 

routing packet network error control packet, etc. are also transferred to manage the network 

and to facilitate the data communication successfully, but at the same time, it increases the 

routing load and overheads of the network. This affects the data transmission capability. So, 

Routing load (Routing overhead) is calculated as the ratio of the total control packet out to the 

actual data packet received by the receiver. Routing load is always lower when network 

bandwidth is maximally utilized. The resulting graph shown in figure 6 depicted that the 

proposed Sec-cloud scenario recorded lower overhead as compared to the only-cloud scenario.  

This figure shows that during 100 sec of simulation time, routing overhead is recorded as 18 

in the Sec-Cloud scenario as compared to the Only-cloud scenario where routing overhead is 

achieved at 37. 
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Figure 6: Routing Overhead analysis 

 

5.4 Per Packet Delay or End-to-End Delay in [ms] 

The time it takes for packets to transmit from the sender to the recipient nodes is known as the 

end-to-end delay. End-to-end delays are influenced by congestion, processing speed, 

bandwidth, and queue delay. When the delay is higher it means network, performance is lower. 

The resulting graph in figure 7 shows that the Sec-cloud scenario records less end-to-end delay 

than the only-cloud scenario. The figure shows 184.62 ms per-packet delay in the Sec-Cloud 

scenario as compared to the Only-Cloud scenario where a delay is recorded at 198.43 ms. This 

indicates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 

Figure 7: End-to-End delay analysis 

 

5.5 Security Analysis 

The security of the proposed algorithm against security attacks is examined as follows: 
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5.5.1 MiTMattack 

A network session opening is seen by an attacker. Once a communication session has been 

established between 2 parties, she/he may attack the client device to render it and then use IP 

spoofing to spoof the real doctor and take control of the session. This attack is stopped here 

because the PDA does not deliver the message comprising his identification directly, but rather 

in the encrypted version of the data. As a result, the man in the middle is unable to decrypt the 

text as he lacks the private key of the receivers and the MAC code that was utilized.  

5.5.2 Security against Chosen Cipher Text Attacks 

The suggested technique is secure against selected cipher text attacks. If the PDA wishes to 

encrypt any message “M”, then he utilizes the cloud server's public key Qcdbs. The pair (R, C, 

and D) is now selected and delivered to the cloud server. If an attacker gets selected cipher text, 

he still requires the private key of receivers to produce key pairs for deciphering and he can't 

find it since the proposed work generate arbitrary key pair using an arbitrary elliptic curve. 

5.5.3 Confidentiality 

Since the proposed protocol is based on ECIES and incorporates symmetric encryption, it is 

challenging for the adversary to decipher the cipher text and retrieve any information. As a 

result, our system offers data confidentiality.  

5.5.4 Unforgeability 

The private key of the receiver (cloud server/Receiver PDA), which is kept safe with the 

receiver, is needed to forge the message. Thus, the Unforgeability property is protected by the 

confidentiality of the shared secret key produced during key creation. Unless the private key 

of the sender is known, it is computationally impossible to forge a valid “cipher text” C 

delivered by the sender (i.e., PDA to cloud server or cloud server to doctor's PDA) and claim 

that it is from a valid sender.  

5.5.5 Non-repudiation 

It is the certainty that something could not be denied. Therefore, the PDA is unable to claim 

that it does not send an encrypted text. Any trusted party or recipient himself may confirm that 

the message was transmitted by PDA by executing the verification method during the MAC 

verification process used in ECIES decryption. 

5.5.6 Integrity 

Assuring that information is not modified by unauthorized parties. If the cipher text was 

modified by an unauthorized party from C to C' and the tag value is computed as anything other 

than D during decryption. This modification is detected during the verification procedure 

(decryption process step number 5), and the “cipher text” was rejected by the recipient, 

ensuring its integrity. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

Electronic healthcare has developed as an effective technique for patient monitoring in recent 

years. This effectiveness is due to recent and available information and communication 

techniques. It includes wireless sensing technology, IoT devices, tiny medical sensing devices 

for sensing and communication, and cloud computing technology for processing and storage 

of physiological data. 

This paper presented an architecture that assures. Patient’s privacy. To ensure the patient's 

privacy, the proposed work used the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES), an 

enhanced version of the ECC algorithm that encrypts the patient data before sending it to the 

storage server and at the doctor's PDA at the time of accessing. This results in ensuring the 

confidentiality of data and at the same time, by the same algorithm ensuring the integrity of 

patient's data, so that attackers cannot modify the data in transit as well as cannot disclose the 

patient's data. 

The proposed work is simulated in an NS-2 simulator, and results are evaluated, analyzed, and 

proved that the proposed work is better over cloud technique based on end-to-end delay, PDR, 

and network overhead as far as response delay reduction is concerned. When security is 

concerned, the proposed work guarantees integrity and secrecy with improved security, by 

utilizing less computational costs, since only one algorithm assured both integrity and 

confidentiality. It also avoids different attacks like chosen cipher attacks, MiTM attacks, 

Unforgeability, and Non-repudiation, making it effective for securing patients’ physiological 

data. 
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